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M. gallisepticum is spread from one house to L*.^^sf The objective of any poultry management
another, or from one farm to another by program should be disease prevention through
contaminated equipment, vehicles, and people. effective biosecurity practices. If there is a
Studies with other poultry diseases have further breakdown in biosecurity, and a disease outbreak
demonstrated that airborne transmission is not a occurs, be sure the chickens are immunologically
significant means of disease transmission between competent. This will limit the resulting losses.
poultry farms. Poultry producers need to understand the function of

the immune system to assure that its integrity is
Another important factor in developing a maintained and that full advantage of its protective

biosecurity program is determining the stability of capability is utilized.
poultry disease organisms in the environment. Table
1 includes the common poultry diseases and the time The avian immune system is divided into non-
period for which they remain viable in the poultry specific and specific immune mechanisms.
house environment following the removal of chickens.

Non-specific immune mechanisms include the
innate or inherent ways in which the chicken resists

Disease Lifespan disease. This protective system is often not
away from birds considered when designing a poultry health program.

Many programs tend to rely primarily on vaccinations

Bursal disease Months and/or antibiotics to maintain flock health. The
Coccidiosis Months importance of non-specific immune mechanisms
Fowl cholera Weeks should be realized. Examples have been included.
Fowl coryza Hours to days
Influenza Days to weeks | * Genetic factors -- birds may not have
Laryngotracheitis Days complementary receptors to allow many disease
Marek's disease Weeks organisms to infect them. For example, some
Newcastle Days to weeks strains of chickens are genetically resistant to the
Mycoplasmosis Hours to days lymphoid leukosis virus.
Salmonellosis Weeks

* Anatomic features -- many disease organisms
cannot penetrate intact body coverings (skin and

Table 1. Diseases of chicken and lifespan of disease mucous membranes) or are trapped in the mucus
away from chicken. secretions. Some nutritional deficiencies (biotin

Down time, which includes the period of time deficiency) or infectious diseases compromise the
between successive flocks when no chickens are integrity of the body coverings, allowing
present on the premises, has been used as a means to penetration of disease organisms.
reduce the level of disease organisms in poultry farms.
Increasing down time, however, may be of only * Normal microflora -- the skin and gut normally
limited value in reducing/eliminating specific diseases. maintain a dense stable microbial population.
As Table 1 illustrates, fragile organisms such as M. This stable microflora prevents invading disease
gallisepticum orHemophilusparagallinarum (infectious organisms from gaining a foothold. Improper use
coryza) remain viable for approximately 3 days outside of antibiotics or poor sanitation can disrupt the
the chicken. In these cases, a one- week down period balance of the microflora.
would be very effective in eliminating these diseases
prior to bringing new chickens onto the premises. * Respiratory tract cilia -- parts of the respiratory

system are lined with cilia, which remove disease
However, for disease organisms such as infectious organisms and debris. If the air in the poultry

bursal disease virus or the coccidia, which are very house is of poor quality due to high levels of dust
resistant to environmental factors, increasing down or ammonia, the ciliary system may be
time would be of limited value. In these cases overwhelmed and become ineffective.
thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting the premises
would be necessary to reduce the level of these Other factors involved in innate resistance include
disease organisms. nutrition, environment (avoid heat/cold stress), age

(young/old animals are more susceptible to disease),


